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Intelligent systems versus stories

• Understanding stories
– Question answering
– Distant reading

• Information retrieval

• Story generation
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Why study story generation?

• Stories are everywhere

• Humans make up stories 
all the time, but computers 
do not

• Cognitive science

• Computational creativity
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NLP and story generation 
took different paths

Stories exist on the page and 
in the mind
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Mea culpa
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      There is a woman named Jasmine. There is a king named Jafar.  
This is a story about how King Jafar becomes married to Jasmine.  
There is a magic genie.  This is also a story about how the genie dies.
      There is a magic lamp.  There is a dragon.  The dragon has the 
magic lamp.  The genie is confined within the magic lamp.  
      King Jafar is not married.  Jasmine is very beautiful.  King Jafar 
sees Jasmine and instantly falls in love with her.  King Jafar wants to 
marry Jasmine.  There is a brave knight named Aladdin.  Aladdin is 
loyal to the death to King Jafar.  King Jafar orders Aladdin to get the 
magic lamp for him.  Aladdin wants King Jafar to have the magic 
lamp.  Aladdin travels from the castle to the mountains.  Aladdin 
slays the dragon.  The dragon is dead.  Aladdin takes the magic 
lamp from the dead body of the dragon.  Aladdin travels from the 
mountains to the castle.  Aladdin hands the magic lamp to King 
Jafar.  The genie is in the magic lamp.  King Jafar rubs the magic 
lamp and summons the genie out of it.  The genie is not confined 
within the magic lamp.  King Jafar controls the genie with the magic 
lamp.  King Jafar uses the magic lamp to command the genie to 
make Jasmine love him.  The genie wants Jasmine to be in love with 
King Jafar.  The genie casts a spell on Jasmine making her fall in love 
with King Jafar.  Jasmine is madly in love with King Jafar.  Jasmine 
wants to marry King Jafar.  The genie has a frightening appearance.  
The genie appears threatening to Aladdin.  Aladdin wants the genie 
to die.  Aladdin slays the genie.  King Jafar and Jasmine wed in an 
extravagant ceremony.  
      The genie is dead.  King Jafar and Jasmine are married.  The end.
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You’ll never believe what 
happened to me when I went to 

the bank yesterday. A man who... 
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Outline

• A brief history of story generation
– Cognitive influences and narratology
– Computer game influences

• Some work on story generation systems

• Next steps
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Once upon a time...



 

Down the rabbit hole

• Want computers to interact and communicate with humans

• “I was on my way back from Lisbon. When I got to my gate, I 
discovered that my airplane was surrounded by firetrucks. 
Needless to say, I missed my connection in Amsterdam...”

• Story understanding: how does one make sense of stories?
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Cognitive influence

• Studies show that readers remember the general gist of stories 
but do not remember the specific words (or images)

• Focus on concepts instead of words

• Narrative intelligence is 
knowledge-intensive

• Conceptual dependency theory?
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TABLE 1
The Ordering Scene of the Restaurant Script

Sequence of events Action

S MTRANS signal to W
W PTRANS W to table
S MTRANS "need menu" to W
W PTRANS W to menu
W ATRANS menu to W
W PTRANS W to table
W ATRANS menu to S
S MTRANS food list to mind
S MBUILD choice of Food F
S MTHANS signal to W
W PTRANS W to table
S MTRANS "I want F" to W
W PTRANS W to C
W MTRANS (ATRANS F) to C
C DO (prepare F script)

S asks for the menu

W brings the menu

S decides what to order

S tells W

W tells C

Note. S = customer, W = waiter, F = food, and C = cook; MTRANS
= mental transfer, or telling; PTRANS = physical transfer, or the moving
of an object or person; ATRANS = abstract transfer, or the giving of an
object from someone to someone else; and MBUILD = thinking (roughly
speaking).

ceptual Dependency representation, and when a
script is active, each input is examined as a possible
instantiation of a script event or as something
causally linked to one. The first script program in
the Yale Artificial Intelligence Project was called
SAM (for script applier mechanism; Cullingford,
Note 1). It has been applied to real newspaper
stories of automobile accidents as well as to the
rather artificial restaurant context. Another pro-
gram named FRUMP (fast reading, understanding,
and memory program) takes as its input news items
from the United Press International wire and out-
puts terse summaries of stories falling into 30 or
40 scripted categories, such as earthquakes, mili-
tary invasions, diplomatic actions, and so on
(Dejong, Note 2).

Several years ago I tried to apply script-related
constructs in a computer simulation of the belief
system of Senator Barry Goldwater (Abelson,
1973). I envisaged a computer program that could
be "interviewed" about current events and re-
spond in terms of the senator's foreign policy ide-
ology (Abelson & Reich, 1969; Abelson, Note 3).
It seemed to me that the representation of antic-
ipated event sequences was crucial, and I tried to
encode scenarios involving military threat, sub-
version, takeover of governments, and so on. My
attempts lacked realism because the program had
no representation of very concrete physical mean-
ings. If one were to propose to the program that
Fidel Castro might throw eggs at the United States,
this would be accepted as a typical Communist

provocation similar to the time when Latin Amer-
ican radicals threw eggs at then vice-president
Richard Nixon in Venezuela. The program had no
notion of how far and for what purpose eggs are
thrown, nor of many other appropriateness rela-
tions. With the new Yale artificial intelligence pro-
grams, however, it is possible to conduct a reason-
able typewritten question-and-answer session with
a computer preset to respond in the fashion of
either a right-wing or a left-wing belief system.
Mundane realities are sorted into appropriately
scripted contexts. Thus egg throwing, for example,
is a possible event in a "political demonstration"
script, but a country would not be accepted as a
reasonable target for eggs in any script. Details of
this program, called POLITICS, are provided by
Carbonell (1978).

To summarize these developments, artificial in-
telligence workers concerned with statements about
real-world events find the structures called scripts
extremely useful, even indispensable. Events are
seen in relation to familiar contexts rather than in
isolation, with great savings in computational ef-
ficiency and in apparent "understanding."

Scripts as Cognitive Structures

Some cognitive psychologists question the inde-
pendent necessity of the script concept in the pro-
cess of text understanding. Their argument is that
the understander is almost certainly engaged in
active inference processes (cf. Anderson & Ortony,
1975; Clark, 1977; Johnson, Bransford, & Solomon,
1973; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). However, it is
not evident that understanders need to use infer-
ential structures as extensive as scripts. Perhaps
they could do as well by relying on local infer-
ences, that is, on plausible expectations based on
conjunctions of adjacent inputs. A type of local
inference often studied by psycholinguists is the
bridging inference, in which the reader must make
implicit links explicit in order to produce connec-
tivity in text. An example (Clark & Clark, 1977)
is the following: "John had been murdered. The
knife lay nearby" (p. 98). This implies that the
knife was the murder weapon. It seems obvious
that text understanding involves a (typically large)
number of low-level inferences.

Workers in artificial intelligence are indeed
aware of many types of inferences (cf. Rieger,
1975), and they are treated differently from the
way scripts are treated. Whatever the complexities
of how a computer (or a human) makes inferences,
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Story generation is born

• Tale-Spin (Meehan, 1976)
– Physical and social simulation 

• Author (Dehn, 1981)
– Considers story generation from author’s perspective

• Universe (Lebowitz, 1985)
– Early version of hierarchical task network planning 

• Minstrel (Turner, 1992)
– Early version of case-based reasoning
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Modern influences on story generation

• Narratology

• Cognitive studies of story comprehension
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Structural narratology

• Fabula
– The events that occur in the fictional world (the ground truth)
– Includes inferred events not presented to the audience
– Temporally ordered and can have co-occurring events

• Sjuzet/discourse
– A selection of the fabula to be presented to the audience
– Linear recounting
– Can re-order the events for dramatic effect

• Text/media
– Words, images, etc. that the audience directly observes
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t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6 t=7

Dragon 
imprisons 
daughters  

Knights find 
daughters

Knights search for dragon

Daughters 
stay in woods 

too long

Dragon drags 
off daughters

Knights hear 
cries

Knights fight 
dragon

Knights free 
daughters

Daughters cry 
for help

Knights hear 
tales of 
dragon
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The daughters were 
enjoying themselves in 

the woods so much 
that they lost track of 

time.
Meanwhile, some 

knights heard rumors 
of a dragon and set off 

to hunt it.

Having been 
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for help.
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unsuccessful so far, 
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The dragon dragged 
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Cognitive models of story comprehension

15

Knights find 
daughtersKnights search for dragon

Dragon drags 
off daughters

Knights fight 
dragon

Knights free 
daughters
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tales of 
dragon

Daughters 
stay in woods 

too long

Daughters cry 
for help

Dragon 
imprisons 
daughters  

Knights heard 
cries

– Causal enablement (how) and character goals (why)
– Validated using question-answering protocols

Graesser, Lang, Roberts. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 120, 1991.
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Story generation reloaded



 

Computer games

• Sense of immersion

• Interaction with virtual characters

• Stories in games are mostly linear 
(no significant player agency) 

• Could humans be participants in 
an interactive drama? 

• Can the player join the bad guys?
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Bates et al. CMU Oz Project, c.1992



 

Interactive narrative

A form of  digital entertainment in which the player 
influences a dramatic storyline through actions



 



 

Magerko, Haunt II

Thue, PaSSAGE

Mateas & Stern, Facade

Cavazza, Merchant of Venice

Riedl, Automated Story Director



 

Behind the screen

• Narrative branches in response to player actions

• Combinatorics of authoring

• Story generator: elaborate on 
human designer’s authorial 
intent

20

Riedl, Bulitko. AI Magazine, 34(1), 2013.
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Experience (drama) manager

• An omniscient, disembodied agent 

• Observes a virtual world

• Intervenes to drive the player’s narrative 
experience forward... 

• ...according to some model of quality of 
experience 

• Experience manager is a surrogate for
the human storyteller

21

Riedl, Bulitko. AI Magazine, 34(1), 2013.
Overview article:



 

t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6 t=7

Finish this with pieces 
of code controlling the 
virtual avatars, 
bypassing sjuzet.

Fabula
Sjuzet

Text/M
edia
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Cognitively inspired story generation

• Construct a sequence of events that can be told as a story---that 
meets some set of given criteria for success
– Need computational model of “good”
– Dramatic arc? Emotional impact? Makes a point? Sense of engagement?

• Two nearly-universal properties of story:
– Causal progression
– Character intentionality

25



 

Computer as author

• Creative writing is a problem-
solving activity

• Author goals vs. character goals

• Model: plan out the events that 
should occur in the narrative

26



 

Narratives as plans

• Partial-order plan is a good
representation of plot
– Action, temporality, causality
– Functionally equivalent to story

comprehension models

• Planning: find a sound and
coherent sequence of actions
that transforms the initial state
into one in which the goal
situation holds
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Red Greets Wolf

Red Tell Wolf  About Granny

Wolf  Eats Red

Outcome

Wolf  Eats Granny

Christian & Young. Proc. AAAI 2004 Conference.



 

Planning stories

• But, is planning a good model of story creation?
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– Goal state describes outcome of the story
– Outcome is not necessarily intended by 

any characters
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Planning stories

• But, is planning a good model of story creation?

28

• Narrative Planning:
– Multiple characters
– Goal state describes outcome of the story
– Outcome is not necessarily intended by 

any characters

• Augment planning algorithm to reason about author goals and 
character goals



• Conventional causal dependency planning
– Provides logical causal progression

• Reasoning about character intentions
– Use a cognitive model to determine whether characters appear 

intentional and revise the plan otherwise
– Insert actions that explain character goals

 

Fabulist

29

Riedl & Young. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 39, 2010.
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Riedl & Young. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 39, 2010.
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Give (Joe, $$$, Villain) 

Riedl & Young. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 39, 2010.
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• Conventional causal dependency planning
– Provides logical causal progression

• Reasoning about character intentions
– Use a cognitive model to determine whether characters appear 

intentional and revise the plan otherwise
– Insert actions that explain character goals

 

Fabulist

29

Joe intends has(Villain, $$$)

Rob-Bank (Joe, Bank) has (Joe, $$$)

Give (Joe, $$$, Villain) ... ...

Riedl & Young. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 39, 2010.
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• Conventional causal dependency planning
– Provides logical causal progression

• Reasoning about character intentions
– Use a cognitive model to determine whether characters appear 

intentional and revise the plan otherwise
– Insert actions that explain character goals
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• Conventional causal dependency planning
– Provides logical causal progression

• Reasoning about character intentions
– Use a cognitive model to determine whether characters appear 
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Fabulist

29

Coerce (Villain, Joe)

Joe intends has(Villain, $$$)

Rob-Bank (Joe, Bank) has (Joe, $$$)

Give (Joe, $$$, Villain) ... ...

Kidnap (Villain, Joe’s-family)

Riedl & Young. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 39, 2010.
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Slay (Aladdin, Genie, Castle)

Marry (Vizier, Jasmine, Castle)



 

Appear-Threatening (Genie, Aladdin, Castle)

Slay (Aladdin, Genie, Castle)

Summon (Vizier, Genie, Lamp, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)
controls (Vizier, Genie)

at (Genie, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)

Command (Vizier, Genie, loves(Jasmine, Vizier))

Marry (Vizier, Jasmine, Castle)

Love-Spell (Genie, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (Jasmine, Vizier)

Order (Vizier, Aladdin, has(Vizier, Lamp))

Give (Aladdin, Lamp, Vizier, Castle)

has (Vizier, Lamp)

Pillage (Aladdin, Lamp, Dragon, Mountain)

has (Aladdin, Lamp)

Slay (Aladdin, Dragon, Mountain)

~alive (Dragon)

Travel (Aladdin, Castle, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Travel (Aladdin, Mountain, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Falls-in-Love (Vizier, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (Vizier, Jasmine)



 

Appear-Threatening (Genie, Aladdin, Castle)

Slay (Aladdin, Genie, Castle)

Summon (Vizier, Genie, Lamp, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)
controls (Vizier, Genie)

at (Genie, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)

Command (Vizier, Genie, loves(Jasmine, Vizier))

Marry (Vizier, Jasmine, Castle)

Love-Spell (Genie, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (Jasmine, Vizier)

Order (Vizier, Aladdin, has(Vizier, Lamp))

Give (Aladdin, Lamp, Vizier, Castle)

has (Vizier, Lamp)

Pillage (Aladdin, Lamp, Dragon, Mountain)

has (Aladdin, Lamp)

Slay (Aladdin, Dragon, Mountain)

~alive (Dragon)

Travel (Aladdin, Castle, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Travel (Aladdin, Mountain, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Falls-in-Love (Vizier, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (Vizier, Jasmine)



 

Appear-Threatening (Genie, Aladdin, Castle)

Slay (Aladdin, Genie, Castle)

Summon (Vizier, Genie, Lamp, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)
controls (Vizier, Genie)

at (Genie, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)

Command (Vizier, Genie, loves(Jasmine, Vizier))

Marry (Vizier, Jasmine, Castle)

Love-Spell (Genie, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (Jasmine, Vizier)

Order (Vizier, Aladdin, has(Vizier, Lamp))

Give (Aladdin, Lamp, Vizier, Castle)

has (Vizier, Lamp)

Pillage (Aladdin, Lamp, Dragon, Mountain)

has (Aladdin, Lamp)

Slay (Aladdin, Dragon, Mountain)

~alive (Dragon)

Travel (Aladdin, Castle, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Travel (Aladdin, Mountain, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Falls-in-Love (Vizier, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (Vizier, Jasmine)

      There is a woman named Jasmine. There is a vizier named Jafar.  
This is a story about how Jafar becomes married to Jasmine.  There is 
a magic genie.  This is also a story about how the genie dies.
      There is a magic lamp.  There is a dragon.  The dragon has the 
magic lamp.  The genie is confined within the magic lamp.  
      Jafar is not married.  Jasmine is very beautiful.  Jafar sees Jasmine 
and instantly falls in love with her.  Jafar wants to marry Jasmine.  
There is a brave knight named Aladdin.  Aladdin is loyal to the 
death to Jafar.  Jafar orders Aladdin to get the magic lamp for him.  
Aladdin wants Jafar to have the magic lamp.  Aladdin travels from 
the castle to the mountains.  Aladdin slays the dragon.  The dragon 
is dead.  Aladdin takes the magic lamp from the dead body of the 
dragon.  Aladdin travels from the mountains to the castle.  Aladdin 
hands the magic lamp to Jafar.  The genie is in the magic lamp.  Jafar 
rubs the magic lamp and summons the genie out of it.  The genie is 
not confined within the magic lamp.  Jafar controls the genie with 
the magic lamp.  Jafar uses the magic lamp to command the genie to 
make Jasmine love him.  The genie wants Jasmine to be in love with 
Jafar.  The genie casts a spell on Jasmine making her fall in love with 
Jafar.  Jasmine is madly in love with Jafar.  Jasmine wants to marry 
Jafar.  The genie has a frightening appearance.  The genie appears 
threatening to Aladdin.  Aladdin wants the genie to die.  Aladdin 
slays the genie.  Jafar and Jasmine wed in an extravagant ceremony.  
      The genie is dead.  King Jafar and Jasmine are married.  The end.



 

Effect on reader comprehension?

• Fabulist vs. conventional planner

• Question-answering protocol to elicit readers’ mental models
– Enablement (how questions)
– Intention (why questions)

• Compared readers’ answers to the computer’s answers
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Questions computer 
thinks are “good” 

(closer to 4)

Questions computer 
thinks are “bad” 

(closer to 1)

Fabulist

Control

3.20 1.19

2.99 1.30

Q: Why did Aladdin travel from 
the mountains to the castle?
A: Because the genie wanted to 
cast a spell on Jasmine.

4: Very
Good

1: Very
Bad3: Good 2: Bad

Riedl & Young. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 39, 2010.



 

The “goodness” question

• Does the story generator know that it is creating something 
good?

• How can a computational system generate a suspenseful story?
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script?

Forecast 
w/script

Forecast w/
simulation & rules
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violation
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Compute 
affect

YY

N

N
Appear-Threatening (Genie, Aladdin, Castle)

Slay (Aladdin, Genie, Castle)

Summon (King, Genie, Lamp, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)
controls (King, Genie)

at (Genie, Castle)

at (Genie, Castle)

Command (King, Genie, loves(Jasmine, King))

Marry (King, Jasmine, Castle)

Love-Spell (Genie, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (Jasmine, King)

Order (King, Aladdin, has(King, Lamp))

Give (Aladdin, Lamp, King, Castle)

has (King, Lamp)

Pillage (Aladdin, Lamp, Dragon, Mountain)

has (Aladdin, Lamp)

Slay (Aladdin, Dragon, Mountain)

~alive (Dragon)

Travel (Aladdin, Castle, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Mountain)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Travel (Aladdin, Mountain, Castle)

at (Aladdin, Castle)

Falls-in-Love (King, Jasmine, Castle)

loves (King, Jasmine)

New author goal

O’Neill & Riedl. Proc. ACII 2011 Conference.



 

Automated story director

• Use a story generator to construct alternative branches

• Start with an exemplar narrative (generated or hand-authored)

• Exceptions: player actions that derail the narrative plan

• How to detect exceptions?

• How to respond to exceptions?
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Red Greets Wolf

Red Tell Wolf  About Granny

Wolf  Eats Granny Wolf  Eats Red

Granny Escapes from Wolf Red Escapes from Wolf

Red Gives Granny Cake

Initial State

Outcome

Wolf  knows Red

Wolf  knows Red

Wolf  knows Granny

Granny eaten Red eaten

Wolf  not alive Wolf  not alive

Granny not eaten Red not eaten

Granny has cake

Wolf  is aliveWolf  is aliveWolf  is alive

Wolf  is alive

Red has cake

Player Kills Wolf



 

Red Greets Wolf

Red Tell Wolf  About Granny

Wolf  Eats Granny Wolf  Eats Red

Granny Escapes from Wolf Red Escapes from Wolf

Red Gives Granny Cake

Player kills
Wolf

Initial State

Outcome

Wolf  knows Red

Wolf  knows Red

Wolf  knows Granny

Granny eaten Red eaten

Wolf  not alive Wolf  not alive

Granny not eaten Red not eaten

Granny has cake

Wolf  is aliveWolf  is aliveWolf  is alive

Wolf  is alive

Red has cake

Player Kills Wolf



 

Red Greets Wolf

Red Tell Wolf  About Granny

Wolf  Eats Granny Wolf  Eats Red

Granny Escapes from Wolf Red Escapes from Wolf

Red Gives Granny Cake

Player kills
Wolf Player takes

cake

Initial State

Outcome

Wolf  knows Red

Wolf  knows Red

Wolf  knows Granny

Granny eaten Red eaten

Wolf  not alive Wolf  not alive

Granny not eaten Red not eaten

Granny has cake

Wolf  is aliveWolf  is aliveWolf  is alive

Wolf  is alive

Red has cake

Player Kills Wolf



 

5: Red Greet Wolf

4: Red Tell Wolf  Granny

6: Wolf  Eat Red 3: Wolf  Eat Granny

9: Player Kill Wolf

10: Red Escape Wolf 8: Granny Escape Wolf

7: Red Give Granny Cake

Initial State

Outcome



 

5: Red Greet Wolf

4: Red Tell Wolf  Granny

6: Wolf  Eat Red 3: Wolf  Eat Granny

9: Player Kill Wolf

10: Red Escape Wolf 8: Granny Escape Wolf

7: Red Give Granny Cake

Initial State

Outcome

Wolf  not alive

Red not has cake



 

5: Red Greet Wolf

4: Red Tell Wolf  Granny

6: Wolf  Eat Red 3: Wolf  Eat Granny

9: Player Kill Wolf

10: Red Escape Wolf 8: Granny Escape Wolf

7: Red Give Granny Cake

Initial State

Outcome

Wolf  not alive

Red not has cake

11: Fairy Resurrect Wolf

6: Wolf  Eat Red 3: Wolf  Eat Granny

Intermediate State

9: Player Kill Wolf

10: Red Escape Wolf 8: Granny Escape Wolf

7: Red Give Granny Cake

Outcome

11: Fairy Resurrect Wolf

3: Wolf  Eat Granny

Intermediate State

9: Player Kill Wolf

10: Red Escape Wolf 8: Granny Escape Wolf

7: Red Give Granny Cake

Outcome

15: Grendel Greet Red

18: Red Tell Grendel Granny

17: Grendel Eat Red

13: Player Kill Grendel

16: Red Escape Grendel

19: Red Give Granny Cake

Intermediate State

Outcome

10: Red Escape Wolf

16: Red Greet Grendel

15: Red Tell Grendel Granny

13: Player Kill Grendel

14: Grendel Eat Granny

12: Granny Escape Grendel

Intermediate State



• Pre-compute tree of contingency narratives

• Semi-autonomous virtual characters

 

Automated story director
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1. Cognitively inspired planning

2. Crowdsourcing

Story 
Generation

Interactive
Narrative



 



 

Open story generation

• Narrative intelligence is knowledge-intensive, resulting in 
micro-worlds

• Can we overcome the knowledge engineering bottleneck?
• Can an intelligent system learn to tell stories about any 

imaginable domain?



 

Sociocultural storytelling

• Humans rely on a lifetime of experiences from which to 
explain stories, tell stories, or act in the real-world

• Just-in-time domain model learning

• Approaches:
– Read natural language corpora & websites
– Mine commonsense knowledge bases
– Learn from humans
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Story grammar learning
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Start End

sisters_predict_murder (MA) 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 

11 

9 

12 

10 

13 

macbeth_desires_kingship (MA) 
claudius_desire_kingship (HA) 

ladyMacbeth_persuade_macbeth (MA) 
cassius_persuade_brutus (JU) 

macbeth_murders_duncan (MA) 
brutus_murders_caesar (JU) 

ladyMacbeth_suicide (MA) 
gertrude_suicide (HA) 

claudius_murders_ghost (HA) 
cassius_murders_caesar (JU) 

claudius_marries_gertrude (HA) 
ghost_orders_hamlet (HA) 
claudius_persuade_laertes (HA) 

laertes_kills_hamlet (HA) 
hamlet_kills_laertes (HA) 

macduff_kills_macbeth (MA) 
hamlet_kills_claudius (HA) 

antony_persuades_crowd (JU) 
antony_persuades_crowd (JU) 

crowd_attacks_brutus (JU) 
crowd_attacks_cassius (JU) 
brutus_attacks_antony (JU) 
cassius_attacks_antony (JU) 

cassius_suicide (JU) 
brutus_suicide (JU) 

othello_suicide (OT) 0.75 

0.5 0.5 

0.5 0.5 

0.25 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

14 

iago_persuades_othello (OT) 

15 

othello_believes (OT) 

16 

othello_jealous_cassio (OT) 

18 

othello_hates_cassio (OT) 

19 

othello_helps_iago (OT) 

17 

othello_kill_desdamona (OT) 

20 

petruchio_loves_katharina (TA) 
lucentio_loves_bianca (TA) 

petruchio_dominates_katharina (TA) 
lucentio_dominates_bianca (TA) 

22 

bianca_loves_lucentio (TA) 
katharina_loves_petruchio (TA) 

21 

petruchio_marries_katharina (TA) 

23 

petruchio_forbids (TA) 

24 

lucentio_marries_bianca (TA) 
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Unsupervised script learning
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Figure 6: An automatically learned Prosecution Chain.
Arrows indicate the before relation.

likely events from consideration. It is advantageous
to consider a space of possible narrative events and
the ordering within, not a closed list.

However, it is worthwhile to construct discrete
narrative chains, if only to see whether the combina-
tion of event learning and ordering produce script-
like structures. This is easily achievable by using
the PMI scores from section 4 in an agglomerative
clustering algorithm, and then applying the ordering
relations from section 5 to produce a directed graph.

Figures 6 and 7 show two learned chains after
clustering and ordering. Each arrow indicates a be-
fore relation. Duplicate arrows implied by rules of
transitivity are removed. Figure 6 is remarkably ac-
curate, and figure 7 addresses one of the chains from
our introduction, the employment narrative. The
core employment events are accurate, but cluster-
ing included life events (born, died, graduated) from
obituaries of which some temporal information is in-
correct. The Timebank corpus does not include obit-
uaries, thus we suffer from sparsity in training data.

7 Discussion

We have shown that it is possible to learn narrative
event chains unsupervised from raw text. Not only
do our narrative relations show improvements over
a baseline, but narrative chains offer hope for many
other areas of NLP. Inference, coherence in summa-
rization and generation, slot filling for question an-
swering, and frame induction are all potential areas.

We learned a new measure of similarity, the nar-

Figure 7: An Employment Chain. Dotted lines indicate
incorrect before relations.

rative relation, using the protagonist as a hook to ex-
tract a list of related events from each document.
The 37% improvement over a verb-only baseline
shows that we may not need presorted topics of doc-
uments to learn inferences. In addition, we applied
state of the art temporal classification to show that
sets of events can be partially ordered. Judgements
of coherence can then be made over chains within
documents. Further work in temporal classification
may increase accuracy even further.

Finally, we showed how the event space of narra-
tive relations can be clustered to create discrete sets.
While it is unclear if these are better than an uncon-
strained distribution of events, they do offer insight
into the quality of narratives.

An important area not discussed in this paper is
the possibility of using narrative chains for semantic
role learning. A narrative chain can be viewed as
defining the semantic roles of an event, constraining
it against roles of the other events in the chain. An
argument’s class can then be defined as the set of
narrative arguments in which it appears.

We believe our model provides an important first
step toward learning the rich causal, temporal and
inferential structure of scripts and frames.

Acknowledgment: This work is funded in part
by DARPA through IBM and by the DTO Phase III
Program for AQUAINT through Broad Agency An-
nouncement (BAA) N61339-06-R-0034. Thanks to the
reviewers for helpful comments and the suggestion for a
non-full-coreference baseline.

row s1 s2 s3 s4

1 ↵ walk into restaurant ↵ enter restaurant
2 ↵ ↵ walk to the counter go to counter
3 ↵ find the end of the line ↵ ↵
4 ↵ stand in line ↵ ↵
5 look at menu look at menu board ↵ ↵
6 decide what you want decide on food and drink ↵ make selection
7 order at counter tell cashier your order place an order place order
8 ↵ listen to cashier repeat order ↵ ↵
9 pay at counter ↵ pay the bill pay for food

10 ↵ listen for total price ↵ ↵
11 ↵ swipe credit card in scanner ↵ ↵
12 ↵ put up credit card ↵ ↵
13 ↵ take receipt ↵ ↵
14 ↵ look at order number ↵ ↵
15 ↵ take your cup ↵ ↵
16 ↵ stand off to the side ↵ ↵
17 ↵ wait for number to be called wait for the ordered food ↵
18 receive food at counter get your drink get the food pick up order
19 ↵ ↵ ↵ pick up condiments
20 take food to table ↵ move to a table go to table
21 eat food ↵ eat food consume food
22 ↵ ↵ ↵ clear tray
22 ↵ ↵ exit the place ↵

Figure 6-1: Example script for eating at a restaurant, after (Regneri, Koller, and Pinkal 2010, Figure
2).

Events Roles

A search B A = Police
A arrest B B = Suspect
A plead C C = Plea

D acquit B D convict B D = Jury
D sentence B

Table 6.2: Example Chambers-Jurafsky narrative chain, after (Chambers and Jurafsky 2008, p.602).

Narrative chains have several interesting points of commonality and di↵erence with this work.
We are both trying to identify chains of events commonly found across sets of texts. Furthermore,
their work is another data point supporting the argument that knowing the roles of the characters
(e.g., who’s the Protagonist) is critically important for identifying common narrative structure.
Divergently, the technique relies on an incredible weight of texts (they train on the GigaWord
corpus, using over 1M texts) to find similarities; this is in contrast to ASM, which works passably
well on a mere two tales. Second, the narrative chain model sits quite close to the meaning of the
texts: verbs are considered identical when they share root forms. With ASM I go beyond this surface
representation to abstract and generalize from the data — for example, using semantic knowledge
to unify items like kidnap and seize and then further unify these with a verb like torment to achieve
a “harm” or “villainy.” Importantly, too, the narrative chain method does not learn cycles, an
important part of the narrative structure of folktales.

The second related work, by Michaela Regneri and colleages (Regneri, Koller, and Pinkal 2010)
seeks to learn event scripts from lists of actions. The technique is a variation of the multiple sequence
alignment technique from bioinformatics. They were able to extract reasonable script-like structure
from the data. Di↵erences from my work include the type of data (subject-generated lists of key
actions in performing a task versus natural stories) and, like the Chambers and Jurafsky work,
Regneri’s work cannot learn cycles. There is also no attention paid to filtering out unimportant
events, as their starting the data contained only events relevant to the script. An example of a
script extracted by their technique is shown in Figure 6-1.
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Story generation from corpora

• Fairy tale corpus

• Blogs

44

(a) Writing interface (b) Selection modal

(c) Rating interface

Figure 5.1: User interface for the writing component.

greatly reduces the chance of total failure and enables the users to continue their stories

for a longer period of time.

While deficiencies of the generation models certainly play a role in finding a single

best continuation, it is also a matter of people’s personal interests, which are as varied

as their experiences. Even if the generation model is able to find a single sentence that

reasonably advances the story, there is no guarantee that a particular user will find the

sentence compelling enough to use it. However, there are often several choices within

the set of 10 alternatives that are equally coherent, even if none of them are ranked the
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Crowdsourcing narrative intelligence

• A crowd of humans on the web ➞ a supercomputer

• Crowd as a massive distributed knowledge base

• Insight: humans learn from stories

• Use a crowd to simulate a lifetime of experiences by 
asking people to tell stories about a given situation

• Crowdsource a highly specialized corpus of 
narrative examples and learn a generalized 
model of sociocultural situations



 

Story generation pipeline

46

Collect 
Stories!

Learn 
Model! Memory!

Create 
Story!

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.



• Just-in-time model learning
– Crowd workers write typical stories about a given situation
– Learn domain model from what was written
– Human narratives implicitly encode causality and obey the maxims of 

quality and relevance (and quantity)

 

Story generation pipeline
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Collect 
Stories!

Learn 
Model! Memory!

Create 
Story!

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.



 

Sociocultural knowledge representation

• Model a situation as a script
– Representation of procedural knowledge
– Tells one what to do and when to do it
– Correlated with expertise

• Set of temporally ordered events

• What are the primitive events?

• How are events ordered?
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...
...

walk/go into restaurant

read menu

choose menu 
item

wait in line

take out wallet place order

pay for food

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.



 

Learning to tell stories

1. Query the crowd

2. Identify the salient events
3. Determine event ordering
4. Mutually exclusive events 
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• Crowd control:
– Segment narrative
– Use one verb per sentence
– Avoid conditionals and compound 

structures

– Avoid using pronouns

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.



 

Learning to tell stories

1. Query the crowd
2. Identify the salient events

3. Determine event ordering
4. Mutually exclusive events 
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• Crowd control simplifies NLP

• Compute semantic similarity 
between sentences

• Cluster sentences into events

Order food

Eat food

* Precision ≈ 85%

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.



1. Query the crowd
2. Identify the salient events
3. Determine event ordering

4. Mutually exclusive events 

 

Learning to tell stories
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• Seek evidence for temporal 
relations

• Binomial confidence testing

• Search for the most compact 
graph that explains the stories

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4
walk/go into restaurant

place order

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.



1. Query the crowd
2. Identify the salient events
3. Determine event ordering

4. Mutually exclusive events 

 

Learning to tell stories

50

• Seek evidence for temporal 
relations

• Binomial confidence testing

• Search for the most compact 
graph that explains the stories

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4
walk/go into restaurant

place order

walk/go into restaurant

read menu

choose menu 
item

wait in line

take out wallet place order

pay for food

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.



 

Learning to tell stories

1. Query the crowd
2. Identify the salient events
3. Determine event ordering
4. Mutually exclusive events 
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• Measure mutual information 
between events

• Mutual information is high 
and co-occurrence is low

• Generalization of “or” relations

choose 
restaurant

drive to 
restaurant

walk/go into restaurant drive to drive-thru
mutex

Li, Lee-Urban, Appling & Riedl. Advances in Cognitive Systems, 2, 2012.
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choose 
restaurant

drive to 
restaurant

walk/go into restaurant

read menu

choose menu 
item

wait in line

drive to drive-thru

take out wallet place order

pay for food

wait for food

drive to window

get food

find table

sit down

eat food

clear 
trash

leave 
restaurant

drive 
home

Fast food 
restaurant
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arrive at theatre

wait for ticket

go to ticket 
booth

buy tickets

choose movie

go to concession stand

order popcorn / soda show tickets

buy popcorn

enter theatre

find seats

turn off 
cellphone sit down

eat popcorn watch movie

hold handsuse 
bathroom discard trash

talk about 
movie

leave movie

drive home

kiss

Going on a date 
to the movies
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John covers 
face

John enters 
bank

John sees 
Sally

John waits 
in line

John approaches 
Sally

John gives 
Sally bag

Sally is 
scaredSally greets 

John
John hands 
Sally a noteJohn pulls 

out gun

Sally 
screams

John points 
gun at Sally

John shows 
gun

Sally reads 
note

John demands 
money

Sally calls 
police

John drives 
away

John gets in 
car

John leaves 
bank

John opens 
bank door

John takes 
bag

Sally gives 
John bag

Sally presses 
alarm

Sally puts 
money in bag

The note demands 
money

Sally collects 
money

Sally opens 
cash drawer

Sally give 
John money

John collects 
money

Police 
arrives

Police arrests 
John

Bank robbery



 

Narrative generation
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Collect 
Stories!

Learn 
Model!

Li, Lee-Urban, Johnston & Riedl. Proc. AAAI 2013 Conference.

• Script defines a space of linear sequences

• Random walk, preserving temporal order and mutual exclusion

• Evaluation shows generated stories statistically indistinguishable 
from human-authored stories

Memory!
Create 
Story!
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Interactive narrative generation

Li, Lee-Urban & Riedl. Proc. Intelligent Narrative Technologies 2012 Workshop.



 

The road ahead

• Starting with basics: causality, character believability, typicality

• Progressively layering complexity 

• Better models of story “goodness”
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Observations

• Just-in-time generation of a corpus

• Crowd control circumvents some NLP challenges

• Causal-like structure from data

• Concepts grounded in language

• Points in a direction where cognitive and NLP approaches 
may come together
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Conclusions

• Story generation is a key capability that unlocks many practical, 
real-world applications
– Create and manage user experiences in virtual worlds
– Games, interactive narratives, training simulations, narrative learning 

environments, virtual characters

• Narrative intelligence is a step toward human-level intelligent 
systems

• What can I do to help?
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